
 

 

SIT Agenda - Monday April 9th  
Attendance: Morgan Stewart (4th), Amanda Henley (3rd), Rhonda Mashburn (Pre-K), Caitlin Stout (1st), Jeanette Dawkins (IF), Angie Miller (2nd), Emily Tew (K), 

Jaimie Russell (5th), Stacey Crump (Connect),   

 

Stemscopes K-2 STEMScopes was pushed down to K-2. Materials were given out to K-2 teachers. 
Have 3-5 teachers possibly go to a PLC meeting and discuss how it is used in their classrooms. 
 

2nd/3rd Hall and 
4th/5th Hall 

Door frames were painted over break. 
2nd/3rd and 4th/5th need to think about and discuss how they want want their halls to capture curriculum tp add to the walls. 
 

Parent 
Communication 

Mrs. Beck should not be the first call to the parent. If there has been an issue with a child, the teacher needs to have contact with the 
parent. Make sure the parent is aware of what is going on. 
 
The teacher needs to contact the parent if the child is not doing what they are supposed to be doing academically or with regards to 
behavior. 

Security Security stations have been ordered for the front. The digital parts will be held in a closet in the office. Panic buttons will be located in 
the office area. Mrs. Beck will be meeting with the police department and Dr. Ellis this summer to discuss procedures we should have in 
place for different emergency situations. 
 
 

Memorial for Bernie  Mrs. Crump looked into information on this after the last meeting. She contacted a company and found a plaque with a bronze picture, 
words, and border. 
She got a ballpark range of just under $1,200. It would take 2-3 weeks once we have the exact picture, what we want it to say, and a 
price.  
The team decided that the plaque would have the bronze picture of him, his name, “The Chicken Man,” and recognize him for his 
service. Stacy will send a draft to the company and send out the information she gets back from them to everyone. 
 
 

Week of the Young 
Child April 16th-20th 

This is from DPI. More information is located in the newsletter Mrs. Beck sent out today (4/9). This is not mandatory but you can decide 
if you want to participate or not. 
 
 

Star Elementary Self-
Assessment 
 

Mrs. Beck is working on this for the principal cohort and was asked to get ideas from the SIT team. 

PBIS Fidelity Check 
April 19th  

We are currently in Module 1 (beginning stages of PBIS). To get to Module 2, we have to pass the inventory.  
The next step for us to move to is Module 2.  
Dr. Noland is going to come on April 19th, around 8:30AM.  She will go around to classrooms and check to see if the kids understand 



 

 

what the matrix is about and what it means. She will ask the kids questions about the matrix and motto. We need to make sure the kids 
are prepared for this. 
Mrs. Beck will send out some of the possible questions that may be asked to everyone. 
 

Relay for Life 
cupcakes 

Ms. Stewart will get everyone everything needs for this and will give put all of the information in our boxes. Cupcake cutouts will be 
$1.00 and the classroom who sells the most “cupcakes” will win a cupcake party for their classroom.  
 
The Relay team will also be selling relay for life t-shirts next week as well. Keep a lookout for information to send home.  

 
 
 

 

 


